Abstract -The S4 symmetric microscopic model with two iso-spin components has been studied via constrained-path quantum Monte Carlo simulation. Our results demonstrate a stable (π, 0) or (0, π) magnetic order which is significantly enhanced on increasing both the Coulomb repulsion U and Hund's coupling strength J. Also, our simulation indicates that the magnetic order tends to be in an orthomagnetic one, in which the nearest-neighbour magnetic moment are orthogonal to each other, rather than in a collinear antiferromagnetic state. Interestingly, when the system is doped away from half filling, the magnetic order is obviously elevated in the low doping density, and then significantly suppressed when more electrons are introduced. Meanwhile, we find that an A1g s±-wave pairing dominates all the singlet nearest-neighbour pairings, and is significantly enhanced via electron doping.
other multi-orbital models for IBSCs, the S 4 model not cuprates [10, 11] , but also offers a comprehensive and novel 25 picture describing the complex kinematics in IBSCs: Fe 26 3d xz/yz -orbitals are divided into two nearly degenerate 27 and weakly coupled groups (so called S 4 iso-spins), which 28 are properly linked with S 4 transformation. The kine-29 matics of each group and the hybridization between them 30 constitute the S 4 model.
31
Considering the weak coupling between the two compo-32 nents, it is argued that the physics of only one S 4 iso-spin 33 may capture the main features of the model. So as a first 34 order approximation, the S 4 model can be further reduced 35 to a single iso-spin one described by an extended one-36 orbital Hubbard model near half filling [10, 11] . Because 37 of its relative simplification, most previous researches on 38 S 4 model focus on the single iso-spin case. Using a finite-39 temperature quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method, Ma et 40 al. [11] have simulated the model on square lattices and 41 demonstrated a stable (π, 0) or (0, π) antiferromagnetic 42 correlation at half filling and a dominant extended-s-wave 43 pairing over other pairings at low temperatures; while an-44 other ground-state QMC study has also confirmed this 45 pairing symmetry in various lattices and wide range of 46 parameters [12] .
47
Few works concentrate on the full S 4 model with two 48 p-1 showing of hopping parameters for each S4 iso-spin components. Empty and hatched circles represent different sublattice A and B, respectively. In reality, the two iso-spins overlap completely as shown in fig. 3 of ref. [10], we plot them separately for a better view of the hopping parameters in each iso-spin. It is noted that the sign of the hopping parameters are not reflected in the figure. 
where a † i,α,σ (a i,α,σ ) creates (annihilates) an electron with 87 spin-σ at site R i on the sublattice A for the iso-spin α (α = 88 1, 2), and similarly b † i,α,σ (b i,α,σ ) acts on sublattice B. The 89 index η =x orŷ denotes a unit vector linking the nearest-90 neighbour sites. Following ref.
[10], the typical hopping 91 parameters for iron pnictides will always be chosen as t 1 = 92 0.37, t The interaction Hamiltonian H int , containing a Hub-95 bard repulsion U within the same iso-spin, a repulsion U 
where 
where a, b and λ are functions of J and ∆τ , and γ = 138 ±1 is the newly introduced auxiliary field [23] . For more 139 CPQMC calculation details for the two-orbital model, see 140 ref. [13] .
141
Results. -We first investigate the magnetic proper-142 ties of the model at half filling. In fig. 2 , the magnetic 143 structure factor, S(k) = 1 N ij e ik·(ri−rj) (n i↑ − n i↓ )(n j↑ − 144 n j↓ ) with n iσ being the number operator, is illustrated 145 for various Coulomb repulsion U and the Hund's cou-146 pling J. From fig.2(a) , we can see that S(π, 0) takes a 147 maximum over all the high-symmetry k-points along the 148 (0, 0)-(π, 0)-(π, π)-(0, 0), and such a maximum is signifi-149 cantly enhanced on increasing U with a fixed J = 0.25U . 150 Similarly, with a given U , as shown in fig.2(b) , the Hund's 151 coupling J also slightly strengthens this (π, 0) or (0, π) 152 magnetic order. The property is consistent with previ-153 ous Lanczos and QMC studies [13, 16, 24] for another two-154 orbital model [7] .
155
Next we calculate the magnetic structure factor at var-156 ious electron dopings. In fig. 3 , three typical doping cases 157 p-3 These results also qualitatively agree with the previous 166 QMC study [13] of the two-orbital model [7] . tions. In order to distinguish these two magnetic orders, 178 two four-spin-quantities, Lastly, we discuss the pairing properties of the system.
192
Given that the pairing correlations within the first few dis- than 2 lattice spacing, P ave = 1 M r>2 P (r) with M be-197 ing the number of pairs and P (r = |i − j|) = ∆ † (i)∆(j) , 198 would be an appropriate quantity to capture the long-199 range pairing properties of the system. We mainly use P ave 200 to describe the pairing tendency of the system, and for the 201 detailed definition of ∆ † (i) for the two-orbital model, see 202 the discussions in refs. [13, 14, 24, 25] .
203
All the possible nearest-neighbour singlet pairings [13, 204 25] and an s ± channel with next-nearest-neighbour pair-205 ing [13, 24] are calculated on 6 × 6 and 8 × 8 lattices at 206 various dopings and Coulomb repulsions. In fig. 5 , we can 207 see that the s ± -wave pairing dominates all the pairings for 208 both the 6 × 6 and 8 × 8 lattices under various dopings.
209
In addition, we find that almost all the pairings are 210 enhanced as more electrons are doped into the system, 211 especially for the s ± channel. This result is different from 212 our previous Monte Carlo study of another two-orbital 213 model in which the electron doping slightly suppresses all 214 the pairing channels [13] .
215
Combined with the pictures of the magnetic ( fig. 3 ) and 216 pairing ( fig. 5) properties, we can hardly find an obvi-217 ous connection between the magnetic order and pairing 218 behaviours, since the pairing correlations are simply en-219 hanced in the whole doping regime, no matter whether the 220 magnetic order is strengthened or weakened after doping. 221
Conclusion. -In summary, we have systemically 222 studied the two-orbital S 4 symmetric microscopic model 223 using the CPQMC method. Our simulations demonstrate 224 a stable (π, 0) or (0, π) magnetic order at half filling. 225 Such a magnetic order is stably enhanced on increasing 226 the Coulomb repulsion U and Hund's coupling strength 227 J, which is consistent with previous works on other two-228 orbital models.
229
Interestingly, when the system is doped away from half 230 filling, the magnetic order is obviously enhanced at low 231 doping densities and then sharply suppressed as more elec-232 p-4 Quantum Monte Carlo study of the S 4 symmetric microscopic model for iron-based superconductors trons are introduced. We also find that the system tends 233 to be in the OM order upon increasing Coulomb repulsion 
